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1 - New World, Same Issues

Kingdom Hearts: Journey into Worlds

Chapter 1: Trouble in the Worlds

It was a perfect day on Destiny Islands, blue sea, blue skies and snowy white sand. It was these kind of
days Sora and his friends Riku and Kairi loved, it reminded them of their time on Destiny Islands back
before their world fell into darkness. Sora had been lying on the beach asleep for most of the day. Every
now and then he would wake up for a brief moment because either a wave of water splashed him or a
crab scuttled onto his chest. Right now he had woken up because water splashed on him but it was onto
his face where the water hit. Sora got up suddenly and looked around in confusion until he turned
around and meet face to face with his friend Kairi.

�Kairi what the heck I was sleeping!� exclaimed Sora as he rubbed his eyes. Kairi smiled �Well I had to



find some way to wake you up didn�t I?� �Yah I guess&.so&why did you want me up?� Sora asked. �Well
there�s trouble in the other worlds again and Donald and Goofy are here to take you to those worlds.�
explained Kairi. �Really! Where are they I haven�t seen them in a few months!� exclaimed Sora. Then
Kairi beckoned Sora over towards the shack that holds the Save Point. As Sora walked in he ran over to
Donald and Goofy and gave them a hug. �Donald, Goofy I missed you two so much!� said Sora. �Awwww
shucks Sora we missed you too.� said Goofy. �This reunion is all warm and fuzzy and all but we have to
go to other worlds and save them from the Heartless!� exclaimed Donald. Sora walked over to Kairi and
said �Don�t worry Kairi ill come back.�

Sora, Donald and Goofy stood on the save point and warped out into their Gummi ship. �Well what world
should we go to first?� Sora asked. �Lets go to that one over their with the T shaped tower on it� said
Goofy. �Ok it might be fun to visit a new world first thing on our adventure, Full Speed Ahead!� said Sora
as he locked into the worlds coordinates and flew the Gummi ship towards it. �No Heartless or Nobody
ships in sight&that�s a good sign.� said Sora. He had landed the ship on the T shaped tower and got out
of the ship as Donald and Goofy did the same only in a more comedic way. �Look, stairs&..lets go.� said
Sora. �Hello?� Sora called out into the empty top floor of the tower. �Who are you?� said a mysterious
young man&&



Comments: uh ya I made this out of sheer boredom and I think it will come out great&uhhhh I kind of
gave up on my other story&I couldn�t write as well as I do now&. So I am going to make this my new
story I hope you guys like it will probably be long so&enjoy!
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